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Abstract

This paper presents a secure identity-based key exchange pro-
tocol whose security is based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Log-
arithm Problem. The attractiveness of Elliptic Curve Dis-
crete Logarithm Problem is that the best algorithm known
for solving the underlying mathematical problem takes fully
exponential time. In contrast, sub-exponential time algo-
rithms are known for underlying other mathematical prob-
lems namely the integer factorization (IFP) and the discrete
logarithm (DLP). For this reason, ECC offers security equiv-
alent to RSA and DSA while using far smaller key sizes. The
attractiveness of ECC will increase relative to other public-
key cryptosystems as computing power improvements force a
general increase in the key size. The benefits of this higher-
strength per-bit include higher speeds, lower power consump-
tion, bandwidth savings, storage efficiencies, and smaller cer-
tificates. So as compared with the previously proposed proto-
cols, it has better performance. Key exchange protocols allow
two parties communicating over a public network to establish
a common secret key called session key to encrypt the com-
munication data. Due to their significance by in building a se-
cure communication channel, a number of key exchange pro-
tocols have been suggested over the years for a variety of set-
tings.The proposed key exchange protocol provides implicit
key authentication as well as the desired security attributes of
an authenticated key exchange protocol.

Keywords : authentication, identity-based, key exchange,
ECDLP, security.

1 Introduction

Key-exchange protocols are among the most basic and widely
used cryptographic protocols. Such protocols are used to de-
rive a common session key between two (or more) parties; this
session key may then be used to communicate securely over
an insecure public network. Thus, secure key-exchange pro-
tocols serve as basic building blocks for constructing secure,

complex, higher-level protocols. For this reason, the com-
putational/communication efficiency and round complexity of
key-exchange protocols are very important and have received
much attention, both in the two-party and multi-party (i.e.,
group) [40] [29] [39] [33] [28] [26] [34] settings.

A key establishment protocol allows principals to establish
a common key for encrypting their communications over
an insecure network. A two-party key exchange (or agree-
ment)protocol is used to establish a common session key for
two specified entities, in which both two entities contribute
some information to derive the shared session key. If three
or more participants want to communicate securely over an
insecure network,they may employ a conference-key estab-
lishment protocol to compute a conference key [17], Ingema-
resson et al., 1982; [22] [23]. [31] first proposed a secure
key exchange protocol. However, it does not allow two en-
tities to authenticate each other, so their protocol requires an
authentication channel to exchange the public keys. Accord-
ing to technical categories of authentication approach, key
exchange protocols may be classified into a number of cat-
egories: public-key-based key exchange protocols. A public-
key based key exchange protocol adopts public-key crypto-
graphic techniques to achieve the purposes of user authenti-
cation and key exchange. On the way of key management,
although the public-key-based key exchange protocol is better
than password-based key exchange protocol. However, on-
line access to get and verify public keys from a public key
system in a network system is time-consuming. Moreover, it
needs to require extra efforts to maintain public-keys in a pub-
lic key system . On the other hand,an identity-based key ex-
change protocol can be regard as a variation of the public-key
based key exchange protocol. An identity-based key exchange
protocol is a protocol that uses userŠs identity or some other
information combined with his identity as oneŠs public key to
achieve user authentication and key exchange. Thus, a verifier
does not verify the certificates of the public keys. Mean while,
no on-line system authority is required.

One common assumption is that each communicating party
has an associated public private-key pair, with the public key
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known to all other parties in the network (of course, this in-
cludes the adversary). We assume this model here.Most pro-
tocols for two-party key exchange have been designed and
analyzed assuming that parties alternate sending messages
(equivalently, that the parties communicate over a bidirec-
tional half-duplex channel). However, in many common sce-
narios parties can actually transmit messages simultaneously
(i.e., they have access to a bidirectional duplex channel). Of
course, any key-exchange protocol designed and proven se-
cure in the former model will also be secure in the latter
model; however, it may be possible to design protocols with
improved round complexity by fully exploiting the communi-
cation characteristics of the underlying network, and in par-
ticular the possibility of simultaneous message transmission.
As a simple example, consider the traditional Diffie-Hellman
key-exchange protocol [31]which does not provide any au-
thentication. However, the situation is more complex when
authentication is required. For instance, authenticated Diffie-
Hellman key exchange typically involves one party signing
messages sent by the other party; this may be viewed as a type
of challenge-response mechanism. (For example, the work of
Bellare, et al. [24]suggests implementing authenticated chan-
nels in exactly this way.) When this is done, it is no longer
possible to collapse the protocol to a single round. Motivated
by the above discussion, we explore the possibility of design-
ing protocols for authenticated key exchange which can be
implemented in only a single round (assuming simultaneous
message transmission). Of course, we will also ensure that our
protocols are efficient with respect to other measures, includ-
ing communication complexity and computational efficiency.

Over the past years, many two-party authenticated key
exchange protocols have been proposed. However, to our
best knowledge, not all of them can meet the requirements of
security and efficiency simultaneously.

The proposed key exchange protocol provides implicit key
authentication as well as the desired security properties of an
authenticated key exchange protocol.The remainder of this
article is organized as follows.

The organization of the paper is in Section 3 we review briefly
about key exchange protocols and section 4 about two-party
key exchange protocol.Section 5 describes security goals and
attributes, section 6 our new propose identity-based key ex-
change protocol. The security analysis of the new protocol is
presented in Section 7. In Section 8, the performance analysis.
Section 8 gives our conclusions and finally we have described
about further research work.

2 Background

In this section we brief overview of Elliptic Curve over fi-
nite field, Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem,Key ex-
change and Elliptic Curve Diffe-Helman(ECDH).

2.1 The finite fieldFp

Let p be a prime number. The finite fieldFp is com-
prised of the set of integers 0,1,2, . . . p−1 with the following
arithmetic operations [1] [2] [3]

• Addition: If a,b ∈ Fp, thena+ b = r, where r is the
remainder whena+b is divided byp and 0≤ r ≤ p−1.
This is known as addition modulop.

• Multiplication: If a,b∈ Fp, thena.b = s, wheres is the
remainder whena.b is divided byp and 0≤ s≤ p−1.
This is known as multiplication modulop.

• Inversion: Ifa is a non-zero element inFp, the inverse of
a modulop, denoteda−1, is the unique integerc∈ Fp for
whicha.c = 1.

2.2 Elliptic Curve over Fp

Let p≥ 3 be a prime number. Leta,b ∈ Fp be such that
4a3 +27b2 6= 0 in Fp. An elliptic curveE overFp defined by
the parametersaandb is the set of all solutions(x,y),x,y∈Fp,
to the equationy2 = x3 +ax+b , together with an extra point
O, the point at infinity. The set of pointsE(Fp) forms a abelian
group with the following addition rules [4]:

1. Identity :P+O = O +P = P, for all P∈ E(Fp)

2. Negative : ifP(x,y) ∈ E(Fp) then(x,y)+ (x,−y) = O,
The point(x,−y) is dented as -P called negative ofP.

3. Point addition: LetP((x1,y1),Q(x2,y2) ∈ E(Fp),then
P+ Q = R∈ E(Fp) and coordinate (x3,y3)of R is given
by x3 = λ 2− x1− x2 and y3 = λ (x1− x3)− y1 where
λ = y2−y1

x2−x1

4. Point doubling : LetP(x1,y1) ∈ E(K) whereP 6= −P

then 2P = (x3,y3) wherex3 = (3x2
1+a

2y1
)2− 2x1 andy3 =

(3x2
1+a

2y1
)(x1−x3)- y1

2.3 Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Prob-
lem (ECDLP)

Given an elliptic curve E defined over a finite fieldFp,a point
P∈ E(Fp) of order n, and a pointQ∈< P >,find the integer
l ∈ [0,n−1]such thatQ = lP. The integerl is called discrete
logarithm ofQ to baseP,denotedl = logpQ [4].

2.4 The Diffe-Hellman problems

Let G G be an algorithm which on input 1k outputs a (de-
scription of a) groupG of prime orderq (with |q|= k) along
with a generatorg ∈ G. The computational Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problem is the following: givengu1,gu2 for random
u1,u2 ∈ Z?

q, computegu1u2 . We say thatG G satisfies
the CDH assumption if this problem is infeasible for all
PPT algorithms. More formally, for any PPT algorithmA
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consider the following experiment:

Expcdh
A ,G G (k)

1. (G,q,g)← G G (1k)

2. u1,u2← Zq

3. U1 = gu1;U2 = gu2

4. if W = gu1u2 return 1 else return 0

The advantage of an adversaryA is defined as follows:

Advcdh
A ,G G (k) = Pr[Expcdh

A ,G G (k) = 1]

We say thatG G satisfies the CDH assumption ifAdvcdh
A ,G G (k)

is is negligible for all ppt algorithmsA . When we are inter-
ested in a concrete security analysis, we drop the dependence
onk and say thatG G is (t,ε) -secure with respect to the CDH
problem ifAdvcdh

A ,G G (k) ≤ ε for all A running in time at most
t. (We will sometimes be informal and say that a groupG
output byG G satisfies the CDH assumption).

Letting G G be as above, we may define a DDH tuple to be
a tuple of the form(g,gu1,gu2,gu1u2) and a random tuple
to be a tuple of the form(g,gu1,gu2,gu3). The decisional
Diffie-Hellman assumption is to distinguish a random DDH
tuple from a random tuple. We say thatG G satisfies the
DDH assumption if this problem is infeasible for all PPT al-
gorithms. More formally, for any PPT algorithmA consider
the following experiment:

Expddh
A ,G G (k)

1. (G,q,g)← G G (1k)

2. u1,u2← Zq

3. U1 = gu1;U2 = gu2

4. V0 = gu1u2;V1←G

5. b←{0,1}

6. b′←A (G,q,g,U1,Vb)

7. if b′ = b return 1 else return 0

The advantage of an adversaryA is defined as follows:

We say thatG G satisfies the DDH assumption ifExpddh
A ,G G (k)

is negligible for all PPT algorithmsA .When we are interested
in a concrete security analysis, we drop the dependence on
k and say thatG G is (t,ε)-secure with respect to the DDH
problem ifExpddh

A ,G G (k) ≤ ε for all A running in time at most
t. (We will sometimes be informal and say that a groupG
output byG G satisfies the DDH assumption.)

2.5 Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Problem

Elliptic curve Diffie-Helman Problem is based on the additive
elliptic curve group. ECDH begin by selecting the underlying
field F(P) or GF(2k), the curveE with parameters a,b and the
base pointP. The order of the base pointP is equal ton. The
standards often suggest that we select an elliptic curve with
prime order and therefore any element of the group would be
selected and their order will be the prime numbern [46]. At
the end of the protocol,the communicating parties end up with
the same valueK which is a point on the curve.

3 Key Exchange protocol

The key agreement problem is stated as follows: two enti-
ties wish to agree on keying information in secret over a dis-
tributed network. Since the seminal paper of Diffe and Hell-
man in 1976 [31], solutions to the key agreement problem
whose security is based on the Diffe-Hellman problem in fi-
nite groups have been used extensively. Suppose now that
entity i wishes to agree on secret keying information with en-
tity j. Each party desires an assurance that no party other
than i and j can possibly compute the keying information
agreed. This is the authenticated key agreement (AK) prob-
lem. Clearly this problem is harder than the key agreement
problem in whichi does not care who (or what) he is agree-
ing on a key with, for in this problemi stipulates that the
key be shared withj and no-one else. Several techniques
related to the Diffe-Hellman problem have been proposed to
solve the AK problem . However, no practical solutions have
been provably demonstrated to achieve this goal, and this de-
ficiency has lead in many cases to the use of awed protocols .
The flaws have, on occasion, taken years to discover; at best,
such protocols must be employed with the fear that a flaw will
later be uncovered. Since in the AK problem,i merely de-
sires that onlyj can possibly compute the key, and not thatj
has actually computed the key, solutions are often said to pro-
vide implicit (key) authentication. Ifi wants to make sure in
addition that j really has computed the agreed key, then key
confirmation is incorporated into the key agreement protocol,
leading to so-called explicit authentication. The resulting goal
is called authenticated key agreement with key confirmation
(AKC). The incorporation of entity authentication into the AK
protocol providesi the additional assurance thatj can com-
pute the key, rather than the (slightly) stronger assurance that
j has actually computed the key. Practical solutions that em-
ploy asymmetric techniques to solve the AK and AKC prob-
lems are clearly of fundamental importance to the success of
secure distributed computing. The motivation for this paper
stems in part from the recent successes of the ‘random ora-
cle model’ in providing practical, provably good asymmetric
schemes, and in part from the desire of various standards’ bod-
ies (in particular IEEE P1363 to lift asymmetric techniques in
widespread use above the unsuccessful ‘attack-response’ de-
sign methodology. The goal of this paper is to make strides
towards the provision of practical solutions for the AK and
AKC problems which are provably good. Firstly by providing
clear, formal definitions of the goals of AK and AKC proto-
cols, and secondly by furnishing practical, provably secure so-
lutions in the random oracle model. The model of distributed
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computing adopted appears particularly powerful, and the def-
initions of security chosen particularly strong. The approach
we take closely follows the approach of [41],where provable
security is provided for entity authentication and authenticated
key transport using symmetric techniques. Also relevant is the
adaptation of techniques from to the asymmetric setting found
in . Roughly speaking, the process of proving security comes
in five stages:

• specification of model;

• definition of goals within this model;

• statement of assumptions;

• description of protocol;

• proof that the protocol meets its goals within the model.

We believe that the goals of AK and AKC currently lack for-
mal definition. It is one of our central objectives to provide
such definitions. We particularly wish to stress the important
roles that appropriate assumptions, an appropriate model, and
an appropriate definition of protocol security play in results
of provable security|all protocols are provably secure in some
model, under some definitions, or under some assumptions.
Thus we believe that the emphasis in such work should be how
appropriate the assumptions, definitions, and model which ad-
mit provable security are, rather than the mere statement that
such-and-such a protocol attains provable security. It is a cen-
tral thesis of this work, therefore, that the model of distributed
computing we describe models the environment in which so-
lutions to the AK and AKC problems are required, and that
the definitions given for the AK and AKC problems are the
‘right’ ones.

3.1 Properties of Key Exchange Protocol

There is a vast literature on key agreement protocols [2]. Un-
like other primitives, such as encryption or digital signatures,
it is not clear what constitutes an attack on a key agreement
protocol. A number of distinct types of attacks have been pro-
posed against previous schemes, as well as a number of less
serious weaknesses. Therefore, before we can begin to an-
alyze any protocol, it is necessary to identify what attacks a
protocol should withstand, and what attributes are desirable
for a protocol to have. First we identify two types of attack:

1. Passive attacks: Here an adversary attempts to prevent
a protocol from achieving its goal by merely observing
honest entities carrying out the protocol;

2. Active attacks: Here an adversary additionally subverts
the communications them- selves in any way possible:
by injecting messages, intercepting messages, replaying
messages, altering messages, and the like.

Clearly it is essential for any secure protocol to withstand both
passive and active attacks, since an adversary can reasonably
be assumed to have these capabilities in a distributed network.

4 Two-Party Key Exchange Protocol

Numerous Diffie-Hellman based authenticated key agree-
ment protocol and authenticated key agreement with key con-
firmation protocols have been designed to add authentication
(and key confirmation) to the Diffie-Hellman protocol; how-
ever,many have subsequently been found to have flaws. One
of the well-known authenticated key agreement (AK) protocol
in the Diffie-Hellman family is MTI protocol by Matsumoto,
Takashima and Imai [36]. They designed three infinite fami-
lies of key agreement protocols to provide implicit key authen-
tication in the classical Diffie-Hellman key agreement proto-
col. However, the security analysis against active adversary
is only heuristic. Law et al pointed out flaws in the proto-
cols and presented an efficient authenticated key agreement
protocol, often called MQV protocol. The security analysis
of MQV protocol against active adversary is also heuristic.
Both MTI and MQV family of protocols are certificate-based.
There are many ID-based key agreement protocols based on
pairing. Scott [7] proposed an ID based key agreement proto-
col where each user selects his own personal identity number
(PIN) and a trusted PKG issues each user an individual secret
associated with the identity of corresponding user. A value
is calculated from both the individual secret and PIN number
and placed inside a hardware token. The individual secret can
be reconstructed from their memorized PIN number,identity
and token.Another ID-based authenticated key agreement was
proposed by Smart [20] that combines the idea of Boneh
and Franklin [9] with the tripartite Diffie-Hellman protocol
of Joux [11]. The scheme uses weil pairing and requires all
users involved in the key agreement to be clients of the same
PKG. The protocol allows efficient ID-based escrow facility
for sessions that enables low enforcement agencies to decrypt
messages encrypted with the session keys, after having ob-
tained the necessary warrants. Chen and Kudla [43] devel-
oped an ID-based authenticated key agreement protocol more
efficient than Smart’s protocol [20]. They have suggested a
mechanism to turn escrow off which can also be applied to
Smart’s protocol [20] (the escrow-free environment may be
desirable for personal communications the users wish to keep
confidential even from the PKG). They also provided a mod-
ification that allows key agreement between users under dif-
ferent PKGs.None of the two party key agreement protocols
by Scott [7], Smart [20] and Chen and Kudla [43] were bro-
ken, although heuristic arguments are adopted to prove their
security against active adversary. Shim [19] presented an
ID-based key agreement protocol. However, Sun and Heish
[8] showed that Shim’s key agreement protocol is insecure
against the man-in-the-middle attack. Another efficient ID-
based authenticated key agreement protocol was proposed by
McCullagh and Barreto [15] that can be used in either es-
crow or escrow-free mode. They also developed a scheme
for key agreement between clients of different PKGs. The
scheme is twice as efficient as the scheme in [43] without
pre computation. Later, Xie [10] pointed out a flaw in it and
removed this flaw by suggesting modifications for the proto-
col. Recently, Choo [12] showed that both the scheme and
its modified variant are not secure if the adversary is allowed
to reveal non-partner players who had accepted the same ses-
sion key. Jeong et al. [13]proposed three simple single-round
two-party key agreement protocols with detail security analy-
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sis in the security model of [14]. A practical two party-key
exchange protocol comply with the following requirements.

1. The session key should be agreed by the communication
parties instead of being assigned by the server directly.

2. Except the password, no extra secret information should
be needed - the public key for example.

3. Computation and round efficiencies should be provided
at the same time.

4.1 Security Model for Authenticated Key Ex-
change

We use the standard notion of security for key-exchange
protocols as defined in , taking into account forward secrecy
following [42].We assume that there areN parties, and each
party’s identity is denoted asPi . Each partyPi holds a pair of
private and public keys, where the public key is assumed to be
known to all other parties in the network (and the adversary,
too). We consider key-exchange protocols in which two
parties want to exchange a session key using their public keys
to provide authentication.∏k

i , represents thek-th instance of
playerPi , and we assume a given instance is used only once.
If a key-exchange protocol terminates, then∏k

i generates a
session keyskk

i . A session identifier of an instance, denoted
sidk

i , is a string different from those of all other sessions in
the system (with high probability).

Consider instance∏k
i of playerPi . Thepartnerof this instance

is the player with whom Pi believes it is interacting. We say
that two instances∏k

i and∏k′
i arepartneredif ∏k

i = ∏k′
i , Pj

is the partner of∏k
i , andPi is the partner of∏k′

i . Any pro-
tocol should satisfy the following correctness condition: two
partnered instances (of uncorrupted parties) compute the same
session key. To define security, we define the capabilities of
an adversary. We allow the adversary to potentially control
all communication in the network via access to a set of ora-
cles as defined below. We consider an experiment in which
the adversary asks queries to oracles, and the oracles answer
back to the adversary. Oracle queries model attacks which an
adversary may use in the real system. We consider the follow-
ing types of queries in this paper, specialized for the case of
2-round protocols.

• The queryInitiate (Pi ,k,Pj) is used to "prompt" the un-
used instance∏k

i of party Pi to initiate execution of the
protocol with partnerPj 6= Pi . This query will result inPi

sending a message, which is given to the adversary.

• A query Send(Pi ,k,M) is used to send a messageM to
instance∏k

i ; this models active attacks on the part of the
adversary. We assume without loss of generality that an
adversary always queriesInitiate (Pi ,k,?) before query-
ing Send(Pi ,k,M); this corresponds to assuming that the
adversary always "rushes" the messages of honest par-
ties, which only gives the adversary more power.

• A query Execute(Pi ,Pj) represents passive eavesdrop-
ping of the adversary on an execution of the protocol by

partiesPi andPj (with Pi 6= Pj ). In response to this query,
partiesPi andPj execute the protocol without any inter-
ference from the adversary, and the adversary is given
the resulting transcript of the execution.(Although the ac-
tions of the Execute query can be simulated via repeated
Initiate and Send oracle queries, this particular query is
used to distinguish between passive and active attacks.)

• A query Reveal(Pi ,k) models known key attacks (or
Denning-Sacco attacks) in the real system. In response
to this query, the adversary is given the session keyskk

i
for the specified instance.

• A queryCorrupt (Pi) models exposure of the long-term
key held by playerPi . The adversary is assumed to be
able to obtain long-term keys of players, but cannot con-
trol the behavior of these players directly (of course, once
the adversary has asked a queryCorrupt (Pi), the adver-
sary may impersonatePi in subsequentSend(queries)

• A queryTest(Pi,k) is used to define the advantage of an
adversary. In response to this query, a coinb is flipped. If
b is 1, then the session keyskk

i is returned. Otherwise, a
random session key (i.e., one chosen uniformly from the
space of session keys) is returned. The adversary may
make a single test query to a fresh instance at any time
during the experiment.

5 Security Goals and Attributes

In the past, some desired security goals and attributes have
been identified for an authenticated key exchange protocol
[16] . In general, the importance of providing these security
goals and attributes is dependent on the applications. In the
following, we first describe two kinds of fundamental security
goals. An authenticated key exchange protocol should provide
one of two kinds of security goals.

• Implicit key authentication. It means that each princi-
pal only shows the other principal,who can compute the
session key.

• Explicit key authentication. It means that a principal is
assured that another principal have actually computed the
session key.

Although it is important to provide formal security proof on
any cryptographic protocols,key exchange protocols remain
one of the most challenging research issues. Until now, a
provably secure two-pass authenticated key exchange proto-
col is still an important subject of research [18]. The notion of
provable security makes several concrete security attributes to
be presented as desirable.Several desirable security attributes
have been presented in the past literatures. We summary these
attributes as follows [21] a detail discussions):

1. Known-key security: In each run of a key exchange pro-
tocol, two specified entities should produce a unique ses-
sion key. When an adversary has learned some other
session key produced by previous runs, the adversary is
unable to learn some other session key between the two
entities.
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2. Full forward secrecy: It means that if oneŠs long-term
private key is disclosed to some adversaries, they can
not learn the previous session key. So this security goal
makes the secrecy of previous session key not affected,
even if the long-term private key loss.A further distinc-
tion is that a single entityŠs private key is compromised
or the private keys of both participating entity are com-
promised. The former is called half forward secrecy, and
the latter is called full forward secrecy.

3. Key-compromise impersonation. Assume that entitiesA
andB are two principals. SupposeAŠs secret key is dis-
closed. Obviously, an adversary who knows this secret
key can impersonateA to other entities. However, it is
desired in some situation that this disclosure does not al-
low the adversary to impersonate other entities toA.

4. Unknown key-share: When entitiesB believes the key is
shared with some entityC 6= A, andA believes the key is
shared withB. The above scenario can not be permitted.
This scenario was first described in (Diffie et al., 1992).

6 Proposed Identity-Based Key Ex-
change Protocol

Let A andB be two legal clients in the system who wish to
establish a session key, andSbe a trusted authentication server
which chooses the system parameters and generating key pair
for each user. In the setup phase, the authority chooses the
elliptic curveE defined over a finite fieldFp two field elements
a,b ∈ Fp, which defined the equation of the elliptic curveE
over Fp i.e y2 = x3 + ax+ b in the casep≥ 3, where 4a3 +
27b2 6= 0. Then, the authority possess a one-way hash function
H . Let d is the number to be randomly choose from the
interval[1,n−1], computes the pointQ = d ·P , whereP and
Q are group element inE(Fp). The key pair(d,Q), in which
the private keyd andQ is a public key, and publishesP, Q
andH . For each user, the authority computesI = H (ID),
whereID is the identity string that may include the name, e-
mail address, birthday or physical description corresponding
to the user’s identity. Then, the authority chooses a random
numberk from the interval[1,n−1] and computesR= k·P as
user’s Public key ands= k+d ·H (ID) as the user’s Private
key. That is, each legal useri with the identity information
ID i has a key pair(Ri ,si). Assumed that the usersA andB
are two legal users in the system. Thus,A andB have the key
pairsRA = kA ·P,sA = kA+d ·H (IDA) andRB = kB ·P,sB =
kB + d ·H (IDB) respectively. Thus,A and B carry out the
following steps to generate the session key shared between
them.

1. Step-I(round 1): A generates a random integertA ∈ Z?
q

and computesUA = tA ·P. Then,Auses her private keysA

to computevA = tA+sA ·UAx , whereUAx is x-coordinate
of pointUA and sendsUA,RA andIDA to B.

2. Step-II (round 2):B also generates a random integer
tB ∈ Z?

q and computesUB = tB ·P and thenB use his
private keysB and to computevB = tB + sB ·UBx, and
sendsUB,RB andIDB to A.

The detailed of the two rounds have been illustrated in the
following table

Client A Client B

Select random number Select random number
tA ∈ Z?

q tB ∈ Z?
q

ComputeUA = tA ·P ComputeUB = tB ·P
ComputevA = tA +sA ·UAx ComputevB = tB +sB ·UBx

WhereUAx is the x-coordinate WhereUBx is the x-coordinate
of the pointUA of the pointUB

(UA,RA, IDA)
-

Computation of Session key
ZB = RA +H (IDA) ·Q
= kA ·P+H (IDA)d ·P

= sA ·P
KB = vB · (UA +UAx ·ZB)
= vB · (UA +UAx ·sA ·P)

= vB · (tA ·P+UAx ·sA ·P)
= vB · (tA +UAx ·sA) ·P)

= (vB ·vA) ·P
(UB,RB, IDB)

�
Computation of Session key

ZA = RB +H (IDB) ·Q
= kB ·P+H (IDB) ·d ·P
= (kB +d ·H (IDB)) ·P

= sB ·P
KA = vA · (UB +UBx ·ZA)
= vA · (UB +UBx ·sB ·P)

= vA · (tB ·P+UBx ·sB ·P)
= vA · (tB +UBx ·sB) ·P)

= (vA ·vB) ·P

6.1 Key Computation

To compute the the session keyKA, A will follows the follow-
ing steps.

1. ZA = RB +H (IDB) ·Q = kB ·P+H (IDB) ·d ·P
= (kB +d ·H (IDB)) ·P = sB ·P

2. KA = vA · (UB +UBx ·ZA)
= vA · (UB +UBx ·sB ·P)
= vA · (tB ·P+UBx ·sB ·P)
= vA · (tB +UBx ·sB) ·P)
= (vA ·vB) ·P

B also computes the session keyKB as follows

1. ZB = RA +H (IDA) ·Q = kA ·P+H (IDA) ·d ·P
= (kA +d ·H (IDA)) ·P = sA ·P

2. KB = vB · (UA +UAx ·ZB)
= vB · (UA +UAx ·sA ·P)
= vB · (tA ·P+UAx ·sA ·P)
= vB · (tA +UAx ·sA) ·P)
= (vB ·vA) ·P
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It is clear thatA and B have the common session keyK =
KA = KB = (vA ·vB) ·P

7 Security Analysis

Here, let us discuss the security of the proposed protocol. The
security of the proposed protocol is based on the difficulty of
computing the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem [2]
and the Diffie̋UHellman scheme [31].

• Firstly, we show that if an adversary eavesdrops the
transmitted messagesUA,RA, IDA,UB,RB and IDB be-
tween two entities, he is unable to obtain the secret keysA

of the userA from RA andIDA, or the secret keysB of the
userB fromRB andIDB. SincesA = kA+d·H (IDA) has
two unknown variable variableskA andd selected by the
system authority, and the adversary wants to obtain two
unknown variables from the transmitted messages, he
must computekA andd from RA = kA ·P andQ = d ·P.
Thus, it is equivalent to solving the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem. In the proposed protocol, the adver-
sary may findZA = RB + H (IDB) ·Q = sB ·P. If the
adversary tries to findsB from RB + H (IDB = sB ·P,
he still faces the difficulty of elliptic curve solving the
discrete logarithm problem.

• Considering another situation, if an adversary eavesdrops
the transmitted messagesUA,RA, IDA,UB,RB and IDB

between two entities, he is still unable to obtain the es-
tablished common session key. For computing the estab-
lished common session keyKA = vA · (UB +UBx ·ZA) or
KB = vB · (UA +UAx ·ZB), the adversary must knowvA

or vB. However, bothvA andvB are not transmitted in
the proposed protocol. Thus, the adversary is also un-
able to computevA or vB becausevA = tA +sA ·UAx and
vB = tB + sB ·UBx contain the usersŠ secret keyssA and
sB, respectively.

• In the following, let us consider that any legal useri with
a key pair(Ri ,si) is unable to compute the secret keyd of
the system authority. In fact, the key pair(Ri = ki ·P,si =
ki +d ·H (ID i)) may be viewed as a SchnorrŠs signature
(Schnorr, 1990) generated by the system authority for the
identity informationID i . Pointcheval and Stern (1996)
have shown that to compute the secret keyd from (Ri ,si)
is equal to the difficulty of solving the Diffie̋UHellman
problem.

In fact, a provably secure two-pass authenticated key ex-
change protocol is still an important subject of research
(Kaliski, 2001). Fortunately, the notion of provable security
132 Y.-M. Tseng makes several concrete security attributes to
be identified as desirable. In the following, let us discuss that
the new proposed protocol satisfies the desirable security at-
tributes described in Section (Security Goal and Attribute).

1. Known-key security. If the session keyK is disclosed,
the protocol may withstand known-key attack. Suppose
that the adversary has known a pre-session keyK1

established betweenA andB. SinceK1 = vA1 ·vB1 ·P

we haveK1 = (tA1 + sA ·UA1x
) · (tB1 + sB ·UB1x

) ·P =
(tA1 · tB1) ·P+ (sA ·UA1x

· tB1) ·P+ (tA1 · sB ·UB1x
) ·P+

(sA ·UA1x
·sB ·UB1x

) ·P

Suppose that there is another valueK2 established be-
tweenA andB now. As the same reason, we haveK2 =
(tA2 +sA ·UA2x

) · (tB2 +sB ·UB2x
) ·P. First, becauseK1 is

the multiplicative addition of four items(tA1 · tB1) ·P,(sA ·
UA1x
· tB1) ·P,(tA1 ·sB ·UB1x

) ·P and(sA ·UA1x
·sB ·UB1x

) ·P
and each itemŠs multiplication consists of two unknown
values, thus the adversary is unable to obtain the valid
information such as,(sA,sB) from K1. Certainly, he/she
does not find another session keyK2 from K1. Therefore,
the proposed protocol can withstand known-key attack.

2. Full forward secrecy. If both secret keys ofA andB are
disclosed, the adversary tries to computevA or vB, and
then to computeK = (vA · vB·) ·P. However, to findvA

orvB must require to knowtA or tB fromUA orUB, respec-
tively. Thus, this will be equivalent to solving the elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem. Moreover, because of
the session keyK includes the value of(tA · tB) ·P, which
is still unknown to the adversary. Therefore, the pro-
posed protocol can provide full forward secrecy.

3. Key-compromise impersonation. Suppose that the secret
key of B is disclosed. An adversary who knows this se-
cret key tries to impersonate some entityA to B. Because
of it is necessary to computevA for impersonatingA, and
it must be computed using the secret keysA of A. In such
case, impersonatingA to B is impossible. Therefore, the
proposed protocol can withstand key-compromise imper-
sonation attack.

4. Unknown key-share. The kind of attack has a precondi-
tion, which is that the public key of the adversary must
determine by oneself. Obviously, since the userŠs pub-
lic key is determined by the authority, it can withstand
unknown key-share attack (Kaliski, 2001).

Finally, let us consider the security goal about key authenti-
cation. Suppose that there are two honest entitiesA andB,
who want to execute the proposed key exchange protocol to
establish a common session key. SinceK = (vA · vB) ·P ,
other entities must know eithersA or sB to computevA or vB

for computing the session key . That is, no other entities can
learn the session key. Thus, the new key exchange protocol
provides implicit key authentication betweenA andB.

8 Performance Analysis

For convenience, the following notations are used to analyze
the computational cost.Tmul is the time for sclar multiplica-
tion; Tadd is the time for addition;TH is the time of executing
the one way hash functionH (); As for the computational cost
in our proposed protocol, any useri of two entities must com-
puteUi ,vi ,Zi , andK. It requires 5Tmul + Tadd+ TH for each
entity.
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9 Conclusion

An identity-based key exchange protocol has an advantage,
that to avoid the on-line access of obtaining the public keys
in a network environment, because of the verification of the
public key in an identity-based system is embedded in the
key establishing process between two entities. An efficient
identity-based key exchange protocol based on the difficulty
of computing the elliptic discrete logarithm problem has been
proposed. The proposed key exchange protocol provides im-
plicit key authentication, and it provides the desired security
attributes of an authenticated key exchange protocol. As com-
pared with the previously proposed protocols, it reduces the
computational cost. In this research a new protocol for ex-
changing key between two parties with a trusted Server has
been defined. This new protocol has two major advantages
over all previous key exchange protocol, first this protocol
does not leak any information that allow the adversary to ver-
ify the correctness of password guesses. The second one is
that this protocol does not leak any information that allows
to verify the correctness of password guesses. The proposed
protocol is also easy to implement.The security of our sys-
tem is based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP). The primary reason for the attractiveness of ECC
over systems such as RSA and DSA is that the best algo-
rithm known for solving the underlying mathematical prob-
lem (namely, the ECDLP) takes fully exponential time. In
contrast, sub-exponential time algorithms are known for un-
derlying mathematical problems on which RSA and DSA are
based, namely the integer factorization (IFP) and the discrete
logarithm (DLP) problems. This means that the algorithms
for solving the ECDLP become infeasible much more rapidly
as the problem size increases than those algorithms for the
IFP and DLP. For this reason, ECC offers security equiva-
lent to RSA and DSA while using far smaller key sizes.The
attractiveness of ECC will increase relative to other public-
key cryptosystem as computing power improvements force a
general increase in the key size. The benefits of this higher-
strength per-bit include higher speeds, lower power consump-
tion, bandwidth savings, storage efficiencies, and smaller cer-
tificates.

10 Further research

The proposed Protocol can also be designed using Pairing
technique. Pairing has recently had a number of positive ap-
plications in cryptography, for instances, identity-based en-
cryption [44], identity-based signatures [45], key agreement
and short signatures .
Let G1 denotes a cyclic additive group generated by an ele-
mentP, whose order is a primeq, andG2 denotes a cyclic
multiplicative group of the same prime orderq.
A pairing is a computable bilinear map between these two
groups. Two pairings have been studied for cryptographic use.
They are Weil pairing and a modified version ref to [44], and
Tate pairing. The protocol in pairing setting based on Bilin-
ear Diffe-Hallman Problem (BDH) and Computational Diffe-
Hellman (CDH) Problem. The security depands upon the in-
solvability of these problems. The following section describes
about the two problems.

10.1 Bilinear and Computational Diffe-
Hellman Problem

we letêdenote a general bilinear map, i.e. ˆe : G1XG1−→G2,
which can be either a modified Weil pairing or a Tate pairing.
A Diffie-Hellman (DH) tuple inG1 is (P,xP,yP,zP) ∈ G1 for
somex,y,z∈ Zq satisfyingz= xy modq.

• Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem :- Given
any three elements from the four elements in a DH tu-
ple compute the remaining element. CDH assumption:
There exists no algorithm running in expected polyno-
mial time, which can solve the CDH problem with non-
negligible probability.

• Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem:- Given
P,xP,yP,zP ∈ G1, decide if it is a valid DH tuple.
This can be solved in polynomial time by verifying
ê(xP,yP) = ê(P,zP).

• Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem: LetP be a gen-
erator ofG1. The BDH problem in .< G1,G2, ê>. is
that given(P,xP,yP,zP) for somex,y,z∈ Zq, compute
W = ê(P,P)xyz∈G2.
BDH assumption: There exists no algorithm running in
expected polynomial time, which can solve the BDH
problem in< G1,G2, ê > with non-negligible probabil-
ity.
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